VeriFAB Solutions
ID production solutions that guarantee sovereignty
and security for governments and their citizens

www.veridos.com

The ultimate assurance
of your sovereignty
Managing production of ePassports, IDs and other security printed products
within their country of issue gives governments the ultimate assurance of their
sovereignty and of achieving and maintaining the highest security standards
available today. Out team focuses on delivering standards that go above and
beyond established norms.
We have a long record as a trusted partner of governments seeking advanced
and secure identity solutions. As a joint venture between Germany’s two
leading providers of high-security technologies, Giesecke+Devrient and
Bundesdruckerei, we bring centuries of experience, expertise and proven
innovative flair to all stages of the project.

Veridos’ esteemed references
With production plants across the world, Veridos, a joint venture between
Giesecke+Devrient and Bundesdruckerei brings you unequalled access to
specialist expertise and technical resources.
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countries have been provided with
National ID solutions

countries have been provided with
MRTD passports

countries have been provided with
ePassports

countries have been provided with
ID & driver’s licenses

countries have been provided with
ID card & ePassports production plants

What are the steps towards having
your own ID factory?
Ideation & consulting
Each project is unique, which is why we begin
with a 360° analysis of your project objectives.
This covers current production processes, if any,
all the way through to your likely future requirements. Our highly experienced team of experts
then develop an end-to-end solution carefully
tailored to match these needs. We discuss optimum
scenarios in terms of equipment, processes and
consumables in detail with you before agreeing
on the final plan.
Whether your new facility is going to be a greenfield project or located within an existing building,
we will work closely with you to ensure that all
the major areas and functionalities are agreed
through an iterative design process.

Planning & engineering
Our experts specify all details of production, from
machinery and processes to the planning of the
building and the surrounding infrastructure.
Physical and logical security, such as IT security, are
key aspects of the project.
All steps will be aligned with your individual
objectives to give each factory its unique characteristics, including:
 the desired product specifications and quantities
 optimization of the production process
 potential future expansion
 production flexibility
 production efficiency and cost effectiveness
 sustainability

We will help you build state-of-the-art
production facilities, as efficient
as they are maintainable, to meet both
your current and your future needs.

Procurement & logistics
We negotiate contracts with the selected manufacturers and manage all aspects of equipment
acquisition and its delivery to the new plant.
Based on the availability of materials and lead
times, we also plan the logistics needed to ensure
that all essential materials reach your plant on
time to maintain continuity of production.

Implementation, knowledge
transfer and training
We create local jobs by hiring local employees
and we give them the knowledge and skills they
will need to manage the entire process when your
factory goes into production.
This approach creates employment opportunities
well in advance of commissioning and and has the
added bonus of helping your workforce acquire
levels of production accuracy and efficiency to the
very highest international standards.
We facilitate the acquisition of all relevant certifications for your new ID factory to guarantee that
every production process you employ and every
ID document you produce will consistently meet
the highest international security and quality
standards.

Full-fledged solution
for today and tomorrow
Veridos has both the capacity and the expertise
needed to meet the evolving needs of your
country. A leading innovator in all aspects of
secure ID production, we will work in close
partnership with you. You will have access to
our expertise across the entire spectrum of
security document production, including ID
cards and passports.
As well as helping you develop state-of-the-art
production facilities, Veridos can also provide
holistic identity solutions to enhance your
current ID infrastructure. These include a range
of border control products that ensure quick
and accurate authentication at all checkpoints.

Our Veridos Border Control System is modular,
flexible and scalable.
In addition to producing secure and trusted
physical documents, governments throughout the
world are also increasingly reaping the benefits
of providing digital access to their services, or
eGovernment, as it is known. These benefits
range from greatly reducing administrative costs,
such as the cost of document renewal, for example, to providing remote access to a full range of
public services for virtually every citizen. Here,
too, Veridos is leading the way, helping governments like yours create the credentials that
underpin trusted eGovernment platforms.
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